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*CNP Brands reserves the right to change product specifications without notice as a result of our ongoing policy of continual product improvement. 

ITEM CODE COLOUR BARCODE

LD8812  -  8713291888128

Description

Look, feel, and discover! This fun and entertaining activity 
spiral will keep babies busy both at home and on the go. 
Easily attach this practical toy to anything from a crib 
to a playpen or car seat. It strengthens the senses and 
stimulates hand-eye coordination. The activity spiral is 
made of corduroy with cotton and features a small sheep, 
a cheerful chicken, and a beautiful sunflower. WARNING! 
Attach this toy out of the reach of the child. To prevent 
possible injury by entanglement, remove this toy when the 
child starts trying to get up on its hands and knees in a 
crawling position. Adult assembly required.

Features

• Interactive Activity Spiral: Engage and entertain your 
baby with this delightful activity spiral designed for 
both at-home and on-the-go fun! With its versatile 
design, this practical toy easily attaches to a crib, 
playpen, or car seat, ensuring endless entertainment 
wherever you go. 

• Sensory Stimulation: Made of corduroy with cotton, 
this activity spiral offers a variety of textures for babies 
to explore, stimulating their senses and encouraging 
tactile exploration. The inclusion of a small sheep, a 
cheerful chicken, and a beautiful sunflower provides 
visual interest and enhances the sensory experience. 

• Developmental Benefits: As babies reach, grab, and 
interact with the dangling toys, they strengthen their 
hand-eye coordination and fine motor skills. This 
interactive toy fosters early developmental milestones 
while keeping little ones engaged and entertained. 

• Safety Precautions: It’s crucial to attach this toy out of 
the reach of the child and follow the warning guidelines 
provided. To prevent the risk of injury by entanglement, 
remove the toy when the child starts trying to get 
up on their hands and knees in a crawling position. 
Adult assembly is required, and it’s important to keep 
this information for future reference to ensure safe 
playtime for your little one. 
 
Overall, the activity spiral offers a convenient 
and stimulating way to keep babies entertained 
and engaged, promoting sensory exploration and 
developmental growth both at home and on the go

Product (mm) 
Carton Display (mm)
Export carton

Weight
Carton Weight
Pack Size
Hard Goods Material

0.15 kg
0.75 kg
4
- 

Specification Length  Width  Height

80  230  290
400  390  80  
400  575  390 




